Although nearly all medical researchers have some acquaintance with basic statistics, there is no easy way for them to acquire insight into important statistical concepts and principles. There is also little help available about how to design, analyse, and write up a whole project. Partly for these rmasons much that is published in medical journals is statistically poor or even wrong.' A high level of statistical errors has been noted in several reviews of journal articles and has caused much concern.
Few journals offer even rudimentary statistical advice to contributors. It has been suggested1 2 that comprehensive statistical guidelines could help by making medical researchers more aware of important statistical principles, and by indicating what information ought to be supplied in a paper. We present below an attempt to do this.
Deciding what to include in the guidelines, how much detail to give, and how to deal with topics where there is no consensus has been problematic. These guidelines should thus be seen as one view of what is important, rather than as a definitive document. We have not set out to provide a set of rules but rather to give general information and advice about important aspects of statistical design, analysis, and presentation. Those specific recommendations that we have made are mostly strong advice against certain practices.
Some familiarity with statistical methods and ideas is assumed, since some knowledge of statistics is necessary before carrying out statistical analyses. For those with only a limited acquaintance with statistics, the guidelines should show that the subject is very much wider than mere significance testing and illustrate how important correct interpretation is. The lack of precise recommendations indicates that good statistical analysis requires common sense and judgment, as well as a repertoire of formal techniques, so that there is an art in statistics as well as in medicine. We hope that the guidelines present an uncontroversial view of the most frequently used and accepted statistical procedures. We have deliberately limited the scope of the guidelines to cover the more common statistical procedures.
Readers may find that a relevant section presents information or advice that is unfamiliar or is not understood. In such circumstances, although almost all of the topics covered may be found in the more comprehensive medical statistics textbooks,3 we strongly recommend that they should seek the advice of a statistician. The absence from the guidelines of specific references is intentional: it is better to get expert personal advice if further insight is needed. Moreover, because mistakes in design cannot later be rectified, professional advice should first be obtained when planning a research project rather than when analysing the data.
We would like to thank the large number of people who read previous versions of these guidelines for their constructive and helpful comments.
Throughout this paper we have followed the Vancouver convention in using p for probability, though statistical notation favours P. Little, Brown, 1974. (1) Introduction These guidelines are intended to try to help authors know what is important statistically and how to present it in their papers. They emphasise that such matters of presentation are closely linked to more general consideration of statistical principles. Detailed discussion of how to choose an appropriate statistical method is not given; such information is best obtained by consulting a statistician. We do, however, draw attention to certain misuses of statistical methods.
These guidelines follow the usual structure of medical research papers: methods, results (analysis and presentation), and discussion (interpretation). As a result several topics appear in more than one place and are cross referenced as appropriate.
(2) Methods section
General principles
It is most important to describe clearly what was done, including the design of the research (be it an experiment, trial, or survey) and the collection of the data. The aim should be to give enough information to allow methods to be fully understood and, if desired, repeated by others. Authors should include information on the following aspects of the design of their research: the objective of the research, and major hypotheses; the type of subjects, stating criteria for inclusion and exclusion; the source of the subjects and how they were selected; the number of subjects studied and why that number of subjects was used; the types of observation and the measurement techniques used. Each type of study-for example, surveys and clinical trials-will require certain additional information.
Surveys (observational studies)
The study design should be clearly explained. For instance, the selection of a control group and any matching procedures need detailed description. It should also be clearly stated whether the study is retrospective, cross sectional, or prospective. The procedure for selecting subjects and the achievement of a high participation rate are particularly important, as findings are usually extrapolated from the sample to some general population. It is helpful to report any steps taken to encourage participation in the survey.
Clinical trials
The treatment regimens (including ancillary patient care and criteria for modifying or stopping treatment) need detailed definition. The method for allocating treatments to subjects should be stated explicitly. In particular, the specific method of randomisation (including any stratification) and how it was implemented need to be explained. Any lack of randomisation should be noted as a deficiency in design and the reasons given. It is useful to compare the distribution of baseline characteristics in different groups, such as treatment groups in a clinical trial. Such differences that exist, even if not statistically significant, are real and should be properly allowed for in the analysis (see section 3.12).
Underlying asstumptions
Methods of analysis such as t tests, correlation, regression, and analysis of variance all depend to some extent on certain assumptions about the distribution of the variable(s) being analysed. Technically, these assumptions are that in some aspect the data come from a Normal distribution and if two or more groups are being compared that the variability within each is the same.
It is not possible to give absolutely the degree to which these assumptions may be violated without invalidating the analysis. But data which have a highly skewed (asymmetrical) distribution or for which the variability is considerably different across groups may require either some transformation before analysis (see section 3.7) or the use of alternative "distribution free" methods, which do not depend on assumptions about the distribution (often called nonparametric methods). For example, the Mann-Whitney U test is the distribution free equivalent of the two sample t test. Distribution free methods may also be appropriate for small data sets, for which the assumptions cannot be validated adequately.
Sometimes the assumption of Normality may be especially important-for example, when the range of values calculated as two standard deviations either side of the mean is taken as a 95 ,, "normal" or reference range. In such cases the distributional assumption must be shown to be justified.
Significance tests
The main purpose of significance testing is to evaluate a limited number of preformulated hypotheses. Other tests of significance, which are carried out because they were suggested by preliminary inspection of the data, will give a false impression because in such circumstances the calculated p value is too small. For example, it is not valid to test the difference between the smallest and largest of a set of several means without making due allowance for the reason for testing that particular difference; special techniques are available for making pairwise comparisons among several groups.
It is customary to carry out two sided tests of significance. The same distinction must be made when there are three or more sets of observations. All of the statistical methods mentioned in this section may be generalised to more than two groups; in particular, paired and two sample t tests generalise to different forms of analysis of variance.
Repeated measurements
A common study design entails recording serial measurements of the same variable(s) on the same individual at several points in time. Such data are often analysed by calculating means and standard deviations at each time and presented graphically by a line joining these means. The shape of this mean curve may not give a good idea of the shapes of the individual curves. Unless the individual responses are very similar it may be more valuable to analyse some characteristic of the individual profiles, such as the time taken to reach a peak or the length of time above a given level. This would also help to avoid the problems associated with multiple significance testing (see section 5.2). After analysis it is desirable to convert the results back into the original scale for reporting. In the common case of log transformation the antilog of the mean of the log data (known as the geometric mean) should be used. The standard deviation or standard error must not be antilogged, however; instead, confidence limits on the log scale can be antilogged to get appropriate interval estimates on the original scale. A similar procedure is adopted with other transformations.
If a transformation is used it is important to check that the desired effect (such as an approximately Normal distribution) is achieved. It should not be assumed that the log transformation, for instance, is necessarily suitable for all positively skewed variables. For data which are irregularly distributed the rank correlation can be calculated instead of the usual Pearson "product moment" correlation (r). Rank correlation can also be used for variables that are constrained to be above or below certain values-for example, birth weights below 2500 g-or for ordered categorical variables. Rank correlation is also preferable when the relation between the variables is not linear, or when the values of one variable have been chosen by the experimenter rather than being unconstrained.
The correlation coefficient is a useful summary of the degree of linear association between two quantitative variables, but it is one of the most misused statistical methods. There are several circumstances in which correlation ought not to be used. It is incorrect to calculate a simple correlation coefficient for data which include more than one observation on some or all of the subjects, because such observations are not independent. Correlation is inappropriate for comparing alternative methods of measurement of the same variable because it assesses association not agreement. The use of correlation to relate change over time to the initial value can give grossly misleading results.
It may be misleading to calculate the correlation coefficient for data comprising subgroups known to differ in their mean levels of one or both variables-for example, combining data for men and women when one of the variables is height.
Regression and correlation are separate techniques serving different purposes and need not automatically accompany each other. The interpretation of correlation coefficients is discussed in section 5.3.
Regression
It is highly desirable to present a fitted regression line together with a scatter diagram of the raw data. A plot of the fitted line without the data gives little further information than the regression equation itself. It is useful to give the values of the slope (with its standard error) and intercept and a measure of the scatter of the points around the fitted line (the residual standard deviation). Confidence limits may be constructed around a regression line to show the uncertainty of predictions based on the fitted relationship. These limits are not parallel to the line but curved, showing the greater uncertainty of the prediction corresponding to values on the horizontal (x) axis away from the bulk of the observations. Regression on data including distinct subgroups can give misleading results, particularly if the groups differ in their mean level of the dependent (y) variable. More reliable results may be obtained by using analysis of covariance.
Regression and correlation are separate techniques serving different purposes and need not automatically accompany each other. The interpretation of regression analysis is discussed in section 5.4.
Survival data
The reporting of survival data should include graphical or tabular presentation of life tables, with details of how many patients were at risk (of dying, say) at different follow up times. The life table deals efficiently with the "censored" survival times which arise when patients are lost to follow up or are still alive; their survival time is known to be only at least so many days. The calculation of mean survival time is inadvisable in the presence of censoring and because the distribution of survival times is usually positively skewed.
Comparison between treatment groups of the proportion surviving at arbitrary fixed times can be misleading, and is generally less efficient than the comparison of life tables by a method such as the logrank test.
When there are sufficient deaths one can show how the risk of dying varies with time by plotting, for suitable equal time intervals, the proportion of those alive at the beginning of each time interval who died during that interval. Adjusting for patient factors which might influence prognosis is possible using regression models appropriate to survival data (see section 3.12).
Complex analyses
In many studies the observations of prime interest may be influenced by several other variables. These might be anything that (10 4, 18 0), than by use of the symbol.
When paired comparisons are made, such as when using paired t tests, it is desirable to give the mean and standard error (or standard deviation) of the differences between the observations. For data that have been analysed with distribution free methods it is more appropriate to give the median and a central range, covering, for example, 950n of the observations, than to use the mean and standard deviation (see section 3.1). Likewise, if analysis has been carried out on transformed data the mean and standard deviation of the raw data will probably not be good measures of the centre and spread of the data and should not be presented.
When percentages are given the denominator should always be made clear. For small samples the use of percentages is unhelpful. When percentages are contrasted it is important to distinguish an absolute difference from a relative difference. For example, a reduction from 25°^to 20", may be expressed as either 50o or 200o.
Results for individuals
The overall range is not a good indicator of the variability of a set of observations as it can be strongly affected by a single extreme value and it increases with sample size. If the data have a reasonably Normal distribution the interval two standard deviations either side of the mean will cover about 950O of the observations, but a percentile range is more widely applicable to other distributions (see section 3.1).
Although statistical analysis is concerned with average effects, in many circumstances it is important also to consider how individual subjects responded. Thus, for example, it is very often clinically relevant to know how many patients did not improve with a treatment as well as the average benefit. An average effect should not be interpreted as applying to all individuals (see also section 3.6). denote levels of probability these must be defined and it is helpful if they are the same throughout the paper. P values are conventionally given as < 0 05, < 0 01, or < 0 001, but there is no reason other than familiarity for using these particular values. Exact p values (to no more than two significant figures), such as p=0-18 or 0 03, are more helpful. It is unlikely to be necessary to specify levels of p lower than 0 0001. Calling any value with p 0-05 "not significant" is not recommended, as it may obscure results that are not quite statistically significant but do suggest a real effect (see section 5.1). When quoting p values it is important to distinguish < (less than) from --(greater than). P values between two limits should be expressed in logical order-for example, 0 01 < p < 0-05 where p lies between 0 01 and 0 05. P values given in tables need not be repeated in the text.
The interpretation of significance tests and p values is discussed in section 5.1.
Figures (graphical presentation)
Graphical display of results is helpful to readers, and figures that show individual observations are to be encouraged. Points on a graph relating to the same individual on different occasions should preferably be joined, or symbols used to indicate the related points. A helpful alternative is to plot the difference between occasions for each individual.
The customary "error bars" of one standard error above and below the mean depict only a 67') confidence interval, and are thus liable to misinterpretation; 950, confidence intervals are preferable. The presentation of such information in figures is subject to the same considerations as discussed in section 4.1.
Scatter diagrams relating two variables should show all the observations, even if this means slight adjustment to accommodate duplicate points. These may also be indicated by replacing the plotting symbol by the actual number of coincident points.
Tables
It is much easier to scan numerical results down columns rather than across rows, and so it is better to it is easier to infer causality in randomised trials. Great care should be taken in comparing variables which both vary with time, because it is easy to obtain apparent associations which are spurious.
Prediction and diagnostic tests
Even when regression analysis has indicated a statistically significant relationship between two variables there may be considerable imprecision when using the regression equation to predict the numerical level of one variable (y) from the other (x) for individual cases. The accuracy of such predictions cannot be assessed from the correlation or regression coefficient but requires the calculation of the confidence interval for the predicted y value corresponding to a specific x value (see section 3.10). The regression line should be used only to predict the y variable from the x variable, and not the reverse.
A diagnostic test with a high sensitivity and specificity may not necessarily be a useful test for diagnostic purposes, especially when applied in a population where the prevalence of the disease is very low. It is useful here to calculate the proportion of subjects with positive test results who actually had the disease. Note that there is no consensus on the definition of "false positive rate" or "false negative rate"; it should always be made clear exactly what is being calculated, and this can best be illustrated by a 2 x 2 table relating the test results to the patients' true disease status.
A similar diagnostic problem arises with continuous variables. The classification as "abnormal" of values outside the "normal range" for a variable is common, but if the prevalence of true abnormality is low most values outside the normal range will be normal. The definition of abnormality should be based on both clinical and statistical criteria.
Weaknesses
It is better to address weaknesses in research design and execution, if one is aware of them, and to consider their possible effects on the results and their interpretation than to ignore them in the hope that they will not be noticed.
(6) Concluding remarks
The purpose of statistical methods is to provide a straightforward factual account of the scientific evidence derived from a piece of research. The skills and experience needed to design suitable studies, carry out sensible statistical analyses, and communicate the findings in a clear and objective manner are not easy to acquire. We hope that these guidelines may contribute to an improvement in the standard of statistical work reported in medical publications.
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